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Disclaimer: 
The information in this document is subject to change without notice. Company or product names 
mentioned in this document may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective 
companies.  
All rights reserved  
The document is proprietary of the INSTRUCT consortium members. No copying or distributing, in any 
form or by any means, is allowed without the prior written agreement of the owner of the property 
rights.  
This document reflects only the authors’ view. The European Community is not liable for any use that 
may be made of the information contained herein. Responsibility for the information and views 
expressed in the therein lies entirely with the author(s). 
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Executive summary 

The European project “INSTRUCT” (https://instructproject.eu) started in June 2020 and ends in 
February 2023. It aims to act at a market level by providing an operational framework and set of 
services serving a new generation of skilled and certified workers and fitters and paving the way to 
legislative changes that overall will stimulate the demand for energy skills across lifecycle and supply 
chains.  
 
This report in particular describes the work that has been done within Task 5.4: Co-operating and 
exchanging information with other national and European projects. This work consists of synergies put 
in place between INSTRUCT project and other H2020, national and global projects.  

1. Introduction 
1.1. Aims and objectives 
 
This deliverable gives an overview of the synergies developed between the INSTRUCT project and other 
H2020, national and global projects, while further details about dissemination, communication and 
stakeholder engagement and exploitation and replication activities are already provided in other WP5 
and WP6 deliverables.  
This deliverable includes an overview of synergies established with other 13 H2020 EU funded projects, 
3 synergies with nationally or regionally funded projects, and 2 with other global initiatives. 
 

1.2. Relations to other activities in the project 
 
This deliverable has strong relation with activities developed in WP5 and WP6, since a lot of the 
relations listed here have been initiated and then implemented in those WPs. In particular, readers are 
recommended to consult INSTRUCT Deliverable D5.1 which provides a summary of dissemination 
workshops that were organised during the INSTRUCT project; many of these workshops were run in 
cooperation with the projects referenced in this deliverable, and often links to a workshop report 
and/or workshop recording are provided. 
 

1.3. Report structure 
 
Chapter 6 of this deliverable presents all EU-funded projects identified during the project duration 
which have established synergies with INSTRUCT. Their main objective as well as their contact person 
are highlighted for each of them. Similarly, Chapter 7 presents the details on nationally or regionally 
funded projects with which synergies were established. Chapter 8 completes this report by presenting 
synergies with other global initiatives at international level, established through the participation of 
relevant INSTRUCT partners in those initiatives.   
 

1.4. Contribution of partners 
 
R2M is the main author of this report. Moreover, ASM has thoroughly reviewed the draft version and 
completed the list of synergies and any missing information. All INSTRUCT project partners have 
contributed to the implementation of networking activities according to this D&C plan. 

2. Strategy meetings with sister projects  
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During the lifetime of INSTRUCT project R2M, supported by ASM, organised and hosted 9 strategy 
meetings with sister projects where dissemination managers and workshop presenters from each 
project came together to brainstorm and plan future joint activities. 3 of these meetings were devoted 
to specific preparation for an upcoming joint workshop. See details and screenshots of these strategy 
meetings with sister projects below and in appendix 1.  

1. Sustainable Energy Skills post SP2020 discussion meeting, 14.12.2020, 9.00 – 10.30 CET 
2. Sustainable Energy Skills selection of joint activities meeting, 27.01.2021, 09.00 – 10.00 CET 
3. Sustainable Energy Skills discussion on organisation of 1st webinar hosted by BUILD UP 

platform, 06.04.2021, 13.00 – 14.00 CET 
4. Sustainable Energy Skills webinar dry run, 21.05.2021, 10.00 – 10.30 CET 
5. Sustainable Energy Skills SP2021 preparation, topic selection, dissemination plan and format 

of presentation discussion, 07.07.2021, 10.00 – 11.00 CET 
6. Sustainable Energy Skills SP2021 dry run session, 24.09.2021, 10.00 – 11.00 CET 
7. Sustainable Energy Skills post SP2021 discussion on future collaborations, 20.10.2021, 15.00 – 

16.00 CET 
8. Sustainable Energy Skills EUSEW joint presentation planning, 28.02.2022, 12.15 – 13.15 CET 
9. Sustainable Energy Skills SP2022 planning, 06.05.2022, 10.00 – 11.00 CET 
10.  

 

 
Figure 2 Sustainable Energy Skills post SP2020 

discussion meeting, 14.12.2020 

 
 

 

Figure 1 Sustainable Energy Skills post SP2020 
discussion meeting, 14.12.2020 

Figure 3 Selection of joint activities meeting, 
27.01.2021 

Figure 4 Selection of joint activities meeting, 
27.01.2021 
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Figure 7 Sustainable Energy Skills discussion on 
organisation of 1st webinar hosted by BUILD UP 

platform, 06.04.2021 

Figure 6 Sustainable Energy Skills discussion on 
organisation of 1st webinar hosted by BUILD UP 

platform, 06.04.2021 

Figure 5 Sustainable Energy Skills discussion on 
organisation of 1st webinar hosted by BUILD 

UP platform, 06.04.2021 

 

Figure 8 Sustainable Energy Skills SP2021 dry 
run session, 24.09.2021 

Figure 9 Sustainable Energy Skills post SP2021 
discussion on future collaborations, 20.10.2021 

Figure 10 Sustainable Energy Skills SP2022 
planning, 06.05.2022 
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3. Energy skills repository 
To facilitate communication between sister projects involved in the strategy meetings organised by 
INSTRUCT (see chapter 2), a distribution list was created. This list involves each project’s key 
dissemination managers and other relevant contacts.  
 
In order to collect useful documents and projects descriptions in a single folder, an ”Energy skills EU 
projects” Sharepoint repository was created by ASM and R2M in February 2021. All members of the 
mailing list were given access to this shared space.  
 

4. Topics of interest for joint activities  
As a result of the 3rd joint strategy meeting, a live slido poll  was run to capture sister projects’ topics 
of interest for the joint webinars to be organised. An Excel sheet was then developed, gathering these 
same topics, and allowing members to record and further elaborate on their projects’ interests for 
future joint activities.  

 
Figure 5 Sister projects topics of interest Excel sheet 

5. Main cluster workshops 
Since the creation of Energy skills cluster and mailing list, dissemination partners of INSTRUCT (R2M 
and ASM) either organised the below events (4 events) or supported the participation of sister projects 
in an event (1 event). 

Figure 4 Energy skills EU projects Sharepoint repository 
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6. Synergies with other H2020 funded projects 

6.1. ARISE  

Website: https://www.ariseproject.eu/ 

Project lifetime: 1 September 2021 – 29 February 2024 

Duration of cooperation: 18 months 

Number of joint activities: 5 

Project description: Europe’s transition to a greener economy has sparked growth of the 
renewable energy sector, requiring a workforce equipped with skills in sustainable energy. The 
EU-funded ARISE project will develop a recognition scheme of digital energy efficient Building 
Information Modelling (BIM) construction skills. An innovative system of universal learner 
focused stackable micro-credentials for micro module units of learning will be supported by a 
blockchain-based micro-credentialling system. It will revolutionise the learning process with a 
system based on skills recognition rather than accreditation, and will monetise the skills and 
learning exchange: CERTcoin, an innovative currency of skills and learning of the construction 
sector, will be the reward for acquiring a competence at a certain level. 

Contact person: Paul Mccormack (BELFAST MET) 

Synergies: Paul Mccormack (BELFAST MET) was a panelist at the Sustainable Energy Skills in 
the Construction Sector 2.0 and 3.0 workshops at Sustainable Places 2021 and 2022. Moreover, 
he was one of the speakers at the EUSEW2022 extended programme Leveraging digitalisation 
and construction skills toward 2030 energy goals on behalf of the Energy skills sister projects. 
ARISE also participated to the publication of the writing of the workshop proceedings (see 
details on joint activities below): 

Figure 6 Examples of main cluster workshops and their corresponding agenda – banners and agenda designed by 
R2M 
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 Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 2.0 Workshop at Sustainable Places 
2021 hybrid event; 28 September - 1 October 2021, Rome, Italy (M16), Organised by R2M 
(see recording, agenda and presentations here) 

 “ Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 2.0” environmental sciences 
proceedings publication; 29 November 2021 (M18), R2M 

 Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 3.0 Workshop at Sustainable Places 
2022 hybrid event; 6-9 September 2022, Nice, France (M28), Organised by R2M (see 
recording, agenda and presentations here) 

 “Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 3.0” Open Research Europe (ORE) 
publication, R2M (to be published in a specific collection dedicated to Sustainable Places 
2022) 

 Leveraging digitalisation and construction skills toward 2030 energy goals at 
EUSEW2022 extended programme (see recording, agenda and presentations here), 
Organised by Sustainable Innovations, R2M, ASM 

6.2. BIM2TWIN 

Website: https://bim2twin.eu/ 

Project lifetime: 1 Nevember 2020 – 30 April 2024 

Duration of cooperation: 14 months 

Number of joint activities: 1 

Project description: The use of advanced technology is essential for improving the 
construction industry by allowing for more efficient management, increased productivity, and 
reduction of operational waste and carbon footprint. The EU-funded BIM2TWIN project will 
create a Digital Building Twin (DBT) platform for construction site management using artificial 
intelligence (AI) and semantic linked data techniques. The platform will provide full situational 
insight on the as-built product and as-performed processes, which will be used and compared 
to the as-designed product and as-planned processes through an extensible set of construction 
management applications to implement a closed-loop Plan-Do-Check-Act process. The full 
process will rely on multiple onsite sensors for data acquisition and cross-domain analysis, and 
complex AI-based event processing. The DBT will offer an application programming interface 
allowing construction management applications to interoperate with its 
data/information/knowledge bases. 

Contact person: Rafael Sacks (Israel Institute of Technology) 

Synergies: Rafael Sacks (Israel Institute of Technology) was a panelist at BIM Skills Workshop 
at The Joint Conference CIB in Luxembourg. (see details on joint activities below): 

 “BIM Skills Workshop” at The Joint Conference CIB W78 – LDAC 2021, 14 October, 
Luxembourg (see agenda here), Organised by LIST 

6.3. BIMEET  

Website: https://www.energy-bim.com 

Project lifetime: 1 September 2017 – 29 February 2020 

Duration of cooperation: 5 months 

Number of joint activities: 2 
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Project description: The European Construction sector is facing unprecedented challenges to 
achieve ambitious energy efficiency objectives (with the aim to generalize Near-Zero Energy 
Buildings), in an economic crisis context dominated by reduced investments, search for cost 
effectiveness and high productivity. Moreover the industry is experiencing its digital 
revolution, with Building Information Modeling (BIM) approach gaining significant interest 
across Europe. Member states implement very different approaches through regulations and 
maturity targets, which always face the traditional low-tech and informal practices of 
construction businesses (a fragmented sector, dominated by SMEs).  
BIMEET project aims to leverage the take-up of ICT and BIM through a significant upgrade of 
the skills and capacities of the EU construction workforce. This Coordination and Support 
Action project is built around a strong consortium relying on educational and research 
expertise, robust experience of accrediting and labelling bodies, training supply chain and a 
wide engagement of industry led best practice (already committed in an EU-wide expert 
panel).  

Contact person: Dr. Sylvain Kubicki (LIST) 

Synergies: BIMEET platform acted as the basis of the INSTRUCT Energy-Education platform – 
the ‘one-stop-shop’ solution to access BIM for energy, training and education, knowledge, 
expertise, best practice and associated services-.  

Dr. Sylvain Kubicki (LIST) was a panelist at the Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction 
Sector 1.0 Workshop at Sustainable Places 2020. Moreover, BIMEET participated to the 
publication of the writing of the proceedings (see details on joint activities below): 

 Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 1.0 Workshop at Sustainable Places 
2020 digital event; 27-30 October 2020 (M5), Organised by R2M, ASM, (see recording, 
agenda and presentations here) 

 “ Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector” proceedings publication; 12 January 
2021 (M8), R2M, ASM 

6.4. BIMzeED 

Website: https://bimzeed.eu 

Project lifetime: 1 November 2018 – 30 November 2021 

Duration of cooperation: 2 months 

Number of joint activities: 3 

Project description: The BIMzeED project focuses on the training needs for the current and 
future construction industry with the main purpose to encourage 1) better employability  2) 
low-carbon growth, 3) green and NZEB skills 4) increase in youth employment. The challenge 
of the BIMzeED project is to overcome skills mismatching and improve employability in the 
current European construction market by improving and extending the existing skills of 
Trainers, SMEs, site managers, craftworkers and other experienced operatives. 

Contact person: Jose Lucas (ITEC), Gloria Callinan (LIT), Larissa Derosso (ACE-CAE),  Veronika 
Schropfer (ACE-CAE), Srećko Vrček (REGEA) 

Synergies: Jose Lucas (ITEC) was a panelist at the Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction 
Sector 2.0 workshop at Sustainable Places 2021. Moreover, BIMzeED participated to the 
publication of the writing of the proceedings (see details on joint activities below): 
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 Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 2.0 Workshop at Sustainable Places 
2021 hybrid event; 28 September - 1 October 2021, Rome, Italy (M16), Organised by R2M 
(see recording, agenda and presentations here) 

 “ Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 2.0” environmental sciences 
proceedings publication; 29 November 2021 (M18), Organised by R2M 

 “BIM Skills Workshop” at The Joint Conference CIB W78 – LDAC 2021, 14 October, 
Luxembourg (see agenda here), Organised by LIST 

6.5. BUSLeague 

Website:  https://busleague.eu/ 

Project lifetime: 1 September 2020 – 28 February 2023 

Duration of cooperation: 28 months 

Number of joint activities: 9 

Project description: With many sectors turning towards sustainable energy use, the 
construction industry demands a skilled workforce and experienced capacity building. The EU-
funded BUSLeague project will address and control the challenges created by the rise in 
demand for energy-skilled and experienced workers for the building planning, operation and 
support value chain. The project will develop and apply European recognition of energy skills 
in conjunction with improving training methods and techniques already demonstrated by EU 
and national initiatives such as BUILD UP Skills and Construction Skills. BUSLeague will focus 
on a combination of mutual recognition of energy skills, awareness raising, capacity building 
and legislative changes. SMEs will be involved by engaging local and regional workforces. 

Contact person: Pepa Esparza Arbona (IVE), Jan Cromwijk (ISSO), Marion Jammet (IGBC) 

Synergies: Jan Cromwijk (ISSO) was a panelist at the Sustainable Energy Skills in the 
Construction Sector 1.0 and 3.0 workshop at Sustainable Places 2020 and 2022 and Jose Lucas 
(ITEC) was a panelist at the 2nd edition of the same workshop. Moreover, BUSLeague 
participated to the below events and publication of the writing of the proceedings (see details 
on joint activities below): 

 Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 1.0 Workshop at Sustainable Places 
2020 digital event; 27-30 October 2020 (M5), Organised by R2M, ASM (see recording, 
agenda and presentations here) 

 “ Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector” proceedings publication; 12 January 
2021 (M8), Organised by R2M, ASM 

 Presence of INSTRUCT and BUSLeague at the 12th BUILD UP Skills European Exchange 
Meeting  

 Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector EU BUILD UP webinar, with a special 
focus on Best practice initiatives designed to increase skills in the Heat Pump sector and 
digital learning tools for micro-learning and market development, 27 May 2021, Organised 
by R2M, ASM 

 Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 2.0 Workshop at Sustainable Places 
2021 hybrid event; 28 September - 1 October 2021, Rome, Italy (M16), Organised by R2M 
(see recording, agenda and presentations here) 

 “ Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 2.0” environmental sciences 
proceedings publication; 29 November 2021 (M18), R2M 
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 Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 3.0 Workshop at Sustainable Places 
2022 hybrid event; 6-9 September 2022, Nice, France (M28), Organised by R2M (see 
recording, agenda and presentations here) 

 “Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 3.0” Open Research Europe (ORE) 
publication, R2M (to be published in a specific collection dedicated to Sustainable Places 
2022) 

 Leveraging digitalisation and construction skills toward 2030 energy goals at 
EUSEW2022 extended programme (see recording, agenda and presentations here), 
Organised by Sustainable Innovations, R2M, ASM 

6.6. CraftEdu 

Website: https://www.craftedu.eu 

Project lifetime: 1 June 2018 – 30 November 202A 

Duration of cooperation: 6 months 

Number of joint activities: 3 

Project description: CraftEdu set up the national qualification and training scheme for 
craftsmen and on-site workers in the field of energy efficiency and use of renewable energy 
sources in buildings. It also developed the training offer delivered via Slovak national scheme 
STAVEDU. 

Contact person: Jiri Karasek (SEVEn) 

Synergies: Jiri Karasek (SEVEn) was a panelist at the Sustainable Energy Skills in the 
Construction Sector 2.0 workshop at Sustainable Places 2021. Moreover, CraftEdu was 
presented in the EU BUILDUP webinar and contributed to the publication of the writing of the 
proceedings (see details on joint activities below): 

 Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector EU BUILD UP webinar, with a special 
focus on Best practice initiatives designed to increase skills in the Heat Pump sector and 
digital learning tools for micro-learning and market development, 27 May 2021, Organised 
by R2M, ASM 

 Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 2.0 Workshop at Sustainable Places 
2021 hybrid event; 28 September - 1 October 2021, Rome, Italy (M16), Organised by R2M 
(see recording, agenda and presentations here) 

 “ Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 2.0” environmental sciences 
proceedings publication; 29 November 2021 (M18), R2M 

6.7. HP4ALL 

Website: https://hp4all.eu 

Project lifetime: 1 September 2020 – 28 February 2023 

Duration of cooperation: 12 months 

Number of joint activities: 6 

Project description: Heat pump (HP) technology is considered to be an energy-saving 
technology and as such calls for efficiency and skills development within the HP sector. The 
EU-funded HP4All project aims to allow improvement of capacity and skills within the HP 
industry and secure the energy efficiency benefits that HP technology offers. The project brings 
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together a wide range of actors from the supply and the demand sides to increase, develop 
and promote the desired skills for high-quality HP and to optimise HP installations within 
residential and non-residential buildings. It will develop a package of different instruments and 
resources, including an HP Competency Framework to facilitate mutual recognition of HP skills 
and, from an end-user perspective, an HP Knowledge Hub to deliver support, instructions and 
tools. 

Contact person: Mariana Fernandez (Sustainable Innovations), Padraic O’reilly (LIT), Seamus 
Hoyne (LIT) 

Synergies: Seamus Hoyne (LIT) was a panelist at the Sustainable Energy Skills in the 
Construction Sector 1.0 at Sustainable Places 2020 and Padraic O’reilly (LIT) was a panelist at 
the 2nd edition of the same workshop. Moreover, HP4ALL participated to the below events and 
publication of the writing of the proceedings (see details on joint activities below): 

 Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 1.0 Workshop at Sustainable Places 
2020 digital event; 27-30 October 2020 (M5), Organised by R2M, ASM (see recording, 
agenda and presentations here) 

 “ Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector” proceedings publication; 12 January 
2021 (M8), R2M, ASM 

 Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector EU BUILD UP webinar, with a special 
focus on Best practice initiatives designed to increase skills in the Heat Pump sector and 
digital learning tools for micro-learning and market development, 27 May 2021, Organised 
by R2M, ASM 

 Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 2.0 Workshop at Sustainable Places 
2021 hybrid event; 28 September - 1 October 2021, Rome, Italy (M16), Organised by R2M 
(see recording, agenda and presentations here) 

 “ Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 2.0” environmental sciences 
proceedings publication; 29 November 2021 (M18), R2M 

 Leveraging digitalisation and construction skills toward 2030 energy goals at 
EUSEW2022 extended programme (see recording, agenda and presentations here), 
Organised by Sustainable Innovations, R2M, ASM 

6.8. The nZEB Roadshow 

Website: https://www.nzebroadshow.eu 

Project lifetime: 1 June 2020 – 31 May 2023 

Duration of cooperation: 25 months 

Number of joint activities: 7 

Project description: Based on EU environmental requirements, all new buildings from 2021 
(public buildings from 2019) must be nearly-zero-energy buildings (nZEBs), which means a 
building with very high energy performance. The EU-funded nZEB Roadshow project will 
perform national-level marketing and communication promotions in five EU countries, 
organising nZEB weeks in selected cities in each of the participant countries. The action consists 
of a wide range of events including construction products, real estate exhibitions, practical 
demonstration and real-time construction, training for both designers and workers, career 
orientation and job centres focusing on the local SME construction sector. Prefabricated 
modular mobile buildings will be used as information centres to raise awareness of the benefits 
of nZEBs. 
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Contact person: Dragomir Tzanev (ENEFFECT), Horia Petran (NIRD URBAN-INCERC), Sonia 
Raetchi (Cluster Pro nZEB) 

Synergies: Dragomir Tzanev (ENEFFECT), Sonia Raetchi (Cluster Pro nZEB) and Horia Petran 
(NIRD URBAN-INCERC) were panelists at the 3 editions of the Sustainable Energy Skills 
workshop at Sustainable Places conference. Moreover, The nZEB Roadshow participated in the 
below events and publication of the writing of the proceedings (see details on joint activities 
below): 

 Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 1.0 Workshop at Sustainable Places 
2020 digital event; 27-30 October 2020 (M5), Organised by R2M, ASM (see recording, 
agenda and presentations here) 

 “ Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector” proceedings publication; 12 January 
2021 (M8), R2M, ASM 

 Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector EU BUILD UP webinar, with a special 
focus on Best practice initiatives designed to increase skills in the Heat Pump sector and 
digital learning tools for micro-learning and market development, 27 May 2021, Organised 
by R2M, ASM 

 Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 2.0 Workshop at Sustainable Places 
2021 hybrid event; 28 September - 1 October 2021, Rome, Italy (M16), Organised by R2M 
(see recording, agenda and presentations here) 

 “ Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 2.0” environmental sciences 
proceedings publication; 29 November 2021 (M18), R2M 

 Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 3.0 Workshop at Sustainable Places 
2022 hybrid event; 6-9 September 2022, Nice, France (M28), Organised by R2M (see 
recording, agenda and presentations here) 

 “Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 3.0” Open Research Europe (ORE) 
publication, R2M (to be published in a specific collection dedicated to Sustainable Places 
2022) 

6.9. nZEB Ready 

Website: https://nzebready.eu 

Project lifetime: 1 September 2021 – 31 August 2024 

Duration of cooperation: 6 months 

Number of joint activities: 3 

Project description: To promote improved energy performance of buildings, the EU’s Energy 
Performance of Buildings Directive requires all new buildings to be nearly zero-energy 
buildings (nZEB). However, the large-scale uptake of nZEB construction of new buildings and 
renovation towards nZEB levels is a challenge. Many EU Member States have not yet fully 
embraced nZEB due to the high costs and the skills gaps in the building sector. The EU-funded 
nZEB Ready project will increase market readiness for an effective nZEB implementation. It will 
address the main barriers in Bulgaria, Croatia, Portugal, Poland and Romania and support skills 
enhancement with a mutual recognition training and certification scheme. The project will also 
raise awareness about nZEB benefits. 

Contact person: Horia Petran (NIRD URBAN-INCERC) 

Synergies: Horia Petran (NIRD URBAN-INCERC) was a panelist at the Sustainable Energy Skills 
in the Construction Sector 3.0 workshop at Sustainable Places 2022. Moreover, nZEB Ready 
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participated to the below events and publication of the writing of the proceedings (see details 
on joint activities below): 

 Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 3.0 Workshop at Sustainable Places 
2022 hybrid event; 6-9 September 2022, Nice, France (M28), Organised by R2M (see 
recording, agenda and presentations here) 

 “Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 3.0” Open Research Europe (ORE) 
publication, R2M (to be published in a specific collection dedicated to Sustainable Places 
2022) 

 Leveraging digitalisation and construction skills toward 2030 energy goals at 
EUSEW2022 extended programme (see recording, agenda and presentations here), 
Organised by Sustainable Innovations, R2M, ASM 

6.10. PRO-Heritage 

Website: https://www.pro-heritage.eu/ 

Project lifetime: 1 February 2019 – 31 July 2022 

Duration of cooperation: 5 months 

Number of joint activities: 6 

Project description: There are many historical buildings in Europe that need frequent quality 
conservation. They should be also adapted to meet European requirements for reduction of 
climate change impact and energy consumption. In most cases, this involves sophisticated 
strategies of ‘soft maintenance’ developed for traditional buildings, based on traditional skills 
of craftsmen and still reducing their energy consumption by 20 % and increasing renewables 
to 50 %. Unfortunately, today, there are few craftsmen with appropriate skills and 
competences. To solve this, the EU-funded PRO-Heritage project will establish a permanent 
education resource for professionals and craftsmen providing excellent competences and skills 
for built heritage and support the exchange of those competences and skills across Europe. 

Contact person: Gerald Wagenhofer (UBW) 

Synergies: Gerald Wagenhofer (UBW) was a panelist at the Sustainable Energy Skills in the 
Construction Sector 2.0 and 3.0 workshop at Sustainable Places 2021 and 2022. Moreover, 
PRO-Heritage participated to the below events and publication of the writing of the 
proceedings (see details on joint activities below): 

 Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector EU BUILD UP webinar, with a special 
focus on Best practice initiatives designed to increase skills in the Heat Pump sector and 
digital learning tools for micro-learning and market development, 27 May 2021, Organised 
by R2M, ASM 

 Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 2.0 Workshop at Sustainable Places 
2021 hybrid event; 28 September - 1 October 2021, Rome, Italy (M16), Organised by R2M 
(see recording, agenda and presentations here) 

 “ Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 2.0” environmental sciences 
proceedings publication; 29 November 2021 (M18), R2M 

 Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 3.0 Workshop at Sustainable Places 
2022 hybrid event; 6-9 September 2022, Nice, France (M28), Organised by R2M (see 
recording, agenda and presentations here) 

 “Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 3.0” Open Research Europe (ORE) 
publication, R2M (to be published in a specific collection dedicated to Sustainable Places 
2022) 
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 Leveraging digitalisation and construction skills toward 2030 energy goals at 
EUSEW2022 extended programme (see recording, agenda and presentations here), 
Organised by Sustainable Innovations, R2M, ASM 

6.11. SEEtheSkills 

Website: https://seetheskills.eu 

Project lifetime: 1 June 2021 – 31 May 2024 

Duration of cooperation: 17 months 

Number of joint activities: 6 

Project description: The built environment – our homes, places of work, schools, hospitals, 
recreation centres and public buildings – is the single largest energy consumer in the EU. It is 
also one of the largest carbon dioxide emitters. Collectively, buildings in the EU are responsible 
for 40 % of our energy consumption and 36 % of greenhouse gas emissions. In this context, the 
EU-funded SEEtheSkills project will collect best practices from five countries (North 
Macedonia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain and the Netherlands) in meeting needs for energy 
efficiency in the building sector. Specifically, the project will promote the visibility of 
sustainable energy skills in the construction of new and renovation of existing buildings stocks 
by creating an online repository. It will also enable the validation of energy skills to raise their 
value. 

Contact person: Lihnida Stojanovska-Georgievska (UKIM) 

Synergies: Lihnida Stojanovska-Georgievska (UKIM) was a panelist at the Sustainable Energy 
Skills in the Construction Sector 2.0 and 3.0 workshop at Sustainable Places 2021 and 2022. 
Moreover, SEEtheSkills participated to the below events and publication of the writing of the 
proceedings (see details on joint activities below): 

 Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 2.0 Workshop at Sustainable Places 
2021 hybrid event; 28 September - 1 October 2021, Rome, Italy (M16), Organised by R2M 
(see recording, agenda and presentations here) 

 “ Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 2.0” environmental sciences 
proceedings publication; 29 November 2021 (M18), R2M 

 “BIM Skills Workshop” at The Joint Conference CIB W78 – LDAC 2021, 14 October, 
Luxembourg (see agenda here), Organised by LIST 

 Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 3.0 Workshop at Sustainable Places 
2022 hybrid event; 6-9 September 2022, Nice, France (M28), Organised by R2M (see 
recording, agenda and presentations here) 

 “Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 3.0” Open Research Europe (ORE) 
publication, R2M (to be published in a specific collection dedicated to Sustainable Places 
2022) 

 Leveraging digitalisation and construction skills toward 2030 energy goals at 
EUSEW2022 extended programme (see recording, agenda and presentations here), 
Organised by Sustainable Innovations, R2M, ASM 

6.12. TRAIN4SUSTAIN  

Website: https://train4sustain.eu 

Project lifetime: 1 May 2020 – 31 October 2022 
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Duration of cooperation: 28 months 

Number of joint activities: 8 

Project description: The dynamic environment and evolving demands of construction require 
the constant training and upskilling of relevant staff and labourers. The EU-funded 
TRAIN4SUSTAIN project will establish future-oriented training and qualification quality 
standards. The aim is to foster a broad uptake of sustainable energy skills in the European 
construction sector. The project will also address the issue of mutual recognition as a way to 
ensure that training accredited in one country is recognised easier in another country. Overall, 
it will build on the newly developed EU framework for energy and resource efficient buildings, 
as well as on European frameworks to expand energy skill qualifications across borders. To this 
end, it will promote a competence quality standard, a European Skills Registry and a Skills 
Passport. 

Contact person: Dr. Uli Jakob (drjakobenergyresearch), Peter Gyuris (GEONARDO), Evdokia 
Bairampa (GEONARDO)  

Synergies: Peter Gyuris (GEONARDO) was a panelist at the Sustainable Energy Skills in the 
Construction Sector 1.0 workshop at Sustainable Places 2020 and Dr. Uli Jakob 
(drjakobenergyresearch) was a panelist at the 2nd and 3rd edition of the same workshop. 
Moreover, TRAIN4SUSTAIN participated to the below events and publication of the writing of 
the proceedings (see details on joint activities below): 

 Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 1.0 Workshop at Sustainable Places 
2020 digital event; 27-30 October 2020 (M5), Organised by R2M, ASM, (see recording, 
agenda and presentations here) 

 “ Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector” proceedings publication; 12 January 
2021 (M8), R2M, ASM 

 Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector EU BUILD UP webinar, with a special 
focus on Best practice initiatives designed to increase skills in the Heat Pump sector and 
digital learning tools for micro-learning and market development, 27 May 2021, Organised 
by R2M, ASM 

 Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 2.0 Workshop at Sustainable Places 
2021 hybrid event; 28 September - 1 October 2021, Rome, Italy (M16), Organised by R2M 
(see recording, agenda and presentations here) 

 “ Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 2.0” environmental sciences 
proceedings publication; 29 November 2021 (M18), R2M 

 Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 3.0 Workshop at Sustainable Places 
2022 hybrid event; 6-9 September 2022, Nice, France (M28), Organised by R2M (see 
recording, agenda and presentations here) 

 “Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 3.0” Open Research Europe (ORE) 
publication, R2M (to be published in a specific collection dedicated to Sustainable Places 
2022) 

 Leveraging digitalisation and construction skills toward 2030 energy goals at 
EUSEW2022 extended programme (see recording, agenda and presentations here), 
Organised by Sustainable Innovations, R2M, ASM 

6.13. BUS-GoCircular 

Website: https://busgocircular.eu 

Project lifetime: 1 September 2021 – 29 February 2024 
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Duration of cooperation: 6 months 

Number of joint activities: 2 

Project description: One of the EU’s goals is to stimulate demand for sustainable energy skills 
in the building sector, and increase the number of skilled building professionals across the 
building design, operation and maintenance value chain. The EU-funded BUS-GoCircular 
project aims to tackle the challenges associated with stimulating this demand, and through 
capacity building boost the number of capable professionals in the field. The project will 
develop and implement a circular construction skills qualification framework specifically 
focusing on multifunctional green roofs, facades and interior elements. Specific activities 
concerning companies, real estate, homeowners and local authorities will be developed, 
including support towards legislative changes through circular green procurement and 
recognition of skills. 

Contact person: Jan Cromwijk (ISSO) 

Synergies: Jan Cromwijk (ISSO) was a panelist at the Sustainable Energy Skills in the 
Construction Sector 3.0 workshop at Sustainable Places 2022. Moreover, BUS-GoCircular 
participated to the below events and publication of the writing of the proceedings (see details 
on joint activities below): 

 Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 3.0 Workshop at Sustainable Places 
2022 hybrid event; 6-9 September 2022, Nice, France (M28), Organised by R2M (see 
recording, agenda and presentations here) 

 “Sustainable Energy Skills in the Construction Sector 3.0” Open Research Europe (ORE) 
publication, R2M (to be published in a specific collection dedicated to Sustainable Places 
2022) 

7. Synergies with nationally or regionally funded projects and networks 
 

 Mediterranean Institute of Risk, Environment and Sustainable Development 
(https://imredd.fr/en/home/) 

IMREDD is an Institute of Innovation and Partnerships (2IP) created in January 2020 which is 
interested in a societal challenge: the intelligent and resilient territory facing all environmental 
issues. Its activities are based on four Strategic Activity Areas (SAAs): energy through the issues of 
intelligent buildings/neighbourhoods, mobility, risks, the environment and, in a transversal 
manner, human beings. The philosophical, ethical, safety, well-being, behavioural and usage 
aspects are at the heart of smart city projects. 

Contact person: Arianna Calza (IMREDD) 
Synergies: Mohaddeseh Maktabifard (R2M) was able to share the target outcomes of INSTRUCT in 
the network and to exchange knowledge. 

 

 
Figure 14. Screenshots from presentation on 04.11.2020 
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 Dalkia Smart Building (https://www.dalkia.fr) 
Subsidiary of the EDF group and one of the major players in energy services, present throughout 
France and internationally. 
Contact person: Jean-Christophe Clement (Dalkia) 
Synergies: R2M was able to share the target outcomes of INSTRUCT in the network and to 
exchange knowledge. 

 French Network of Energy Transition Stakeholders (https://www.capenergies.fr/en/) 
The cluster brings together a dynamic network of 530 members - large industrial groups, 
companies including a majority of SMEs & start-ups, research and training centers, communities 
and financiers - and more than 1800 partners specializing in energy, mobility and digital 
technology, including 285 in Europe. 

Since its creation, 766* innovative projects have been labeled and 444* projects have obtained 
public funding for nearly €550 million* (for a total budget of €2,198 million*). Projects are 
evaluated by a high-level independent labeling committee, which, beyond the award of the label, 
provides constructive support to project leaders through the relevance of their crossed 
perspectives and experience. 

Contact person: Valentina Vologni (Capenergies) 
Synergies: R2M was able to share the target outcomes of INSTRUCT in the network and to 
exchange knowledge. 

 

8. Synergies with other global initiatives 
 

 The European Construction, built environment and Energy efficient building Technology 
Platform (ECTP) (https://www.ectp.org/index.php) 

The European Construction, built environment and energy efficient building Technology Platform 
(ECTP) is a leading membership organisation promoting and influencing the future of the Built 
Environment. First founded in 2004 ECTP brings together the collective vision for a leading edge 
European Built Environment on behalf of our Members. ECTP gathers more than 140 Member 
organisations from across the construction sector and other sectors from the whole supply chain 
of the Built Environment. 
 
Contact person: Sylvie Corrado (ECTP) 
Synergies: As a member, R2M was able to disseminate INSTRUCT events further on the platform 
and furthermore, enlist INSTRUCT on the ECTP project database. 
 Enlit Europe (https://www.enlit-europe.com/welcome) 
Enlit.World is an online platform that tells the stories of the people, projects and technologies 
driving the energy transition. Enlit Europe is part of a series of events unlike any other – where 
energy professionals from around the globe come together to collaborate and innovate to solve 
the most pressing issue in energy. 

Contact person: Linda Görtler-Weiss (clarionevents) 
Synergies: R2M was able to reference INSTRUCT on the Enlit EU project zone.  
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10. Appendices 

10.1. Appendix 1: Example of two slides presented and/or shared during the 
strategic meeting with sister projects 
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10.2. Appendix 2: “Sustainable energy skills in the construction sector” 
proceedings publication; 12 January 2021 (M8), corresponding author: R2M 
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10.2. Appendix 3: “Sustainable energy skills in the construction sector 2.0” 
environmental sciences proceedings publication; 29 November 2021 (M18), 
corresponding author: R2M 
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